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Abstract: Photodynamic therapy (PDT), combining photosensitizers (PSs) and excitation light at a specific wavelength to produce
toxic reactive oxygen species, has been a novel and promising approach to cancer treatment with non-invasiveness, spatial specificity,
and minimal systemic toxicity, compared with conventional cancer treatment. Recently, numerous basic research and clinical research
have demonstrated the potential of PDT in the treatment of a variety of malignant tumors, such as esophageal cancer, bladder cancer,
and so on. Metal-organic framework (MOF) has been developed as a new type of nanomaterial with the advantages of high porosity,
large specific surface area, adjustable pore size, and easy functionalization, which could serve as carriers to load PSs or increase the
accumulation of PSs in target cells during PDT. Moreover, active MOFs have the potential to construct multifunctional systems, which
are conducive to refining the tumor microenvironment (TME) and implementing combination therapy to improve PDT efficacy. Hence,
a comprehensive and in-depth depiction of the whole scene of the recent development of MOFs-based PDT in cancer treatment is
desirable. This review summarized the recent research strategies of MOFs-based PDT in antitumor therapy from the perspective of
MOFs functions, including active MOFs, inactive MOFs, and their further combination therapies in clinical antitumor treatment. In
addition, the bottlenecks and obstacles in the application of MOFs in PDT are also described.
Keywords: photodynamic therapy, metal-organic framework, tumor microenvironment, active MOFs, inactive MOFs

Introduction
About 100 years ago, Tappeiner studied that the phenomenon of PS combined with light killing cells was oxygen-
dependent, and proposed the concept of photodynamic effect for the first time to describe this oxygen-dependent
photosensitization reaction.1,2 The emergence of this concept has attracted extensive attention from scientists and
researchers, which has greatly promoted the development of PDT.3 Nowadays, PDT has been widely used in the treatment
of many diseases4–8 including malignant tumors9,10 for its non-invasiveness, spatial specificity, and minimal side effect on
normal tissues. Typically, under the irradiation of a certain wavelength of light, PS absorbs a certain amount of light energy
to become an excited PS. Subsequently, the absorbed energy transfers to the adjacent oxygen (O2), and the O2 are excited
into highly toxic reactive oxygen species (ROS), including superoxide anion radical (O2·−), hydroxyl radical (·OH),
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and singlet oxygen (1O2).11 ROS,12 especially cytotoxic ·OH and 1O2, can be effective
antitumor species by penetrating the cell membrane and then reacting with biological macromolecules (such as proteins
and nucleic acids) in the tumor cell to induce cell apoptosis or necrosis.11,13 Thus, worldwide researchers have focused on
developing PSs for effective PDT.

Commonly used PSs in clinical PDT are from three families14 –— porphyrins,15 chlorophylls,16 and organic dyes.17

However, most PSs are hydrophobic, lack targeting, and have low bioavailability, so using PS in vivo is prone to self-
aggregation, fluorescence quenching, and phagocyte scavenging by the mononuclear phagocyte system, which usually fails to
achieve the desired antitumor effect of PDT. In recent years, with the development of nanotechnology,18 nanocarriers,19 such
as liposomes,20–22 dendrimer,23–25 nanomicelles,26–28 nanohydrogel,29–31 have been greatly used for improving the safety and
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effectiveness of PSs, due to their advantages of effective targeting, delayed-release, improved cargo stability, reduced systemic
toxicity and avoidance of premature clearance. However, most nanocarriers have disadvantages such as poor drug loading,
poor biocompatibility, nonrepeatability, and poor stability. For example, although liposomes with good biocompatibility have
a unique bilayer structure, which can simultaneously upload hydrophilic drugs and hydrophobic drugs, they could not achieve
locally controlled release, and have poor stability.32 Dendrimers have the advantages of monodispersity, easy functionaliza-
tion, and biodegradation, but their wide application is limited by high cost and single type, so current studies are mostly based
on PAMAM and polyethyleneimine (PEI) dendrimers.33

Nanoscale metal-organic frameworks (NMOFs) are a new porous nanocarrier with an organic-inorganic hybrid,
which has been attracted more and more attention in biomedical fields.34 By comparison to traditional nanocarriers,
MOFs have many unique properties in drug loading and delivery. Firstly, some MOFs have a response-degradation
mechanism, which is conducive to the effective release of drugs in tumors.35–37 For example, ZIF-8, a kind of pH-
responsive MOF from the zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIF) family, could collapse in tumor cells due to its low pH
and release its cargos. Secondly, compared with the other drug carriers, such as liposomes, micelles, dendrimers, and
inorganic carriers, MOFs showed high drug loading properties and low systemic toxicity.35,38–42 Thirdly, MOFs also
show great potential in disease diagnosis.43 MOFs and their hybrids as nanosensors have high selectivity, stability,
reproducibility, and reusability, which is beneficial to the early diagnosis of tumors.44–46

In the past decade, the research of MOFs in the field of PDT had been soaring promptly. UiO NMOF47 which is from
the University of Oslo (UiO) family was introduced into PDT in 2014, ZIF NMOF48 in 2015, and PCN NMOF49,50 from
the porous coordination network (PCN) family in 2019. When PS acts as a ligand of MOFs, MOFs show increased near-
infrared absorption compared to PSs alone, due to isolation of PSs and enhanced intersystem crossings (ISCs), resulting
in increased ROS production. They can be used as a new class of highly effective PSs with intrinsic photodynamic
therapy. When used as drug delivery nanocarriers,51 which is to say, loading or connecting PSs directly, MOFs present
more of their advantages, such as high drug loading, prevention of premature leakage, high bioavailability, etc., to
implement efficient non-intrinsic photodynamic therapy. Hence, MOFs can be divided into two categories, active MOFs
and inactive MOFs, depending on whether they have other functions besides being carriers. Inactive MOFs are mostly
used as carrier materials for PDT, while active MOFs can play other roles in assisting treatment and achieve more ideal
therapeutic effects while performing carrier functions. As shown in Table 1, compared with PDT produced by free PSs,
MOFs-based PDT has a better antitumor therapeutic effect in vivo. In addition, MOFs can also serve as excellent
nanoplatforms for conducting combination therapies, such as chemotherapy (CT), radiotherapy (RT), and starvation
therapy.

Various reviews have summarized MOFs-based PDT in preclinical applications, mainly focusing on the construc-
tion or modification of MOFs,58–60 but few reviews are focusing on MOFs-based photodynamic therapy in terms of
the function of MOF itself. Therefore, a comprehensive and in-depth depiction of the whole scene of the recent

Table 1 In vivo Antitumor Effect of Free Photosensitizer and MOFs-Based PDT

Free Photosensitizer TGI (Tumor Growth
Inhibition) Value

MOFs-Based
PDT

TGI Value Ref

5,15-di (p-benzoato) porphyrin (H2DBP) −25% DBP-UiO 98% [47]
5,15-di (p-benzoato) chlorin (H2DBC) 17% in CT26 models; 14% in

HT29 models

DBC-UiO 88% in CT26 models; 68% in

HT29 models

[52]

5,10,15,20-tetra (p-benzoate)
porphyrin (H4TBP)

33% Ti-TBP 98% [53]

5,10,15,20-tetra (p-benzoate)

bacteriochlorin (H4TBB)

43% in 4T1 models; 57% in

MC38 models

Zr-TBB 94% in 4T1 models; 99% in

MC38 models

[54]

H2BDC 9% TMPyP4-G4-

aptamer-NMOFs

95% [55]

Ce6 49% Ce6@ZIF-8 94% [56]
Ce6 50% MCOPP-NE-Ce6 90% [57]
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development60 of MOFs-based PDT in cancer treatment is desirable. This review has summarized the recent research
strategies of MOFs-based PDT in antitumor therapy from the perspective of MOFs functions, including active MOFs,
inactive MOFs, and their further combination therapies in clinical antitumor treatment (Figure 1). Moreover, the
review has more focused on the application of active MOFs in PDT antitumor therapy, especially the research work on
intrinsic photodynamic MOFs. In addition, the obstacles to the application of MOFs in clinical PDT are also
discussed.

MOFs
Concept of MOFs
MOFs are materials with porous networks of one-dimensional, two-dimensional, or three-dimensional structures formed
by coordination between inorganic metal ions or clusters and nitrogen-containing or carboxylic acid multidentate organic
ligands, also known as porous coordination polymers.

Characteristics of MOFs
MOFs with high porosity, high surface area, adjustable pore size, easy functionalization, good biocompatibility, and
biodegradability, are a kind of promising drug delivery carriers. Due to their unique characteristics, MOFs exhibit great
potential in drug delivery.

The Advantages of MOFs as Drug Carriers
High Drug Loading
MOFs exhibited high drug loading due to high surface area and good physicochemical stability.38 A large number of drug
molecules could enter into channels and firmly loaded on the MOFs through coordination with metal ions or hydrophobic
interaction with organic ligands. As a drug delivery carrier, MOFs can be developed for single drug delivery61 or even
dual-drug delivery.62 Moreover, MOFs can deliver the vast majority of drugs without any requirements on the
physicochemical properties of the drugs.40 As a result, MOFs can load with small drug molecules, peptides,63,64 and
even biological macromolecules.65 MOFs with high drug loading could improve the biological toxicity, in vivo
metabolism, and stability problems that may be caused by a large number of carriers.

Figure 1 The framework of MOFs-based photodynamic therapy.
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Stimuli-Responsive Degradation
Among all stimuli-responsive MOFs, pH-responsive MOFs are the most commonly studied, because of their sensitivity
to the tumor microenvironment. ZIF-8 is the most common pH-sensitive MOF. Zhuang et al66 reported on a platelet cell
membrane-coated ZIF-8 for the targeted delivery of siRNA in vivo. ZIF-8 was capable of high loading, and its pH-
responsive characteristic endowed endosomal disruption, releasing siRNA. There are other stimuli-responsive MOFs,
such as magnetically-responsive MOFs, ion-responsive MOFs, temperature-responsive MOFs, and pressure-responsive
MOFs.34 In addition to single-stimuli-responsive MOFs, multi-stimuli- responsive MOFs have emerged due to the
complexity of the tumor. Ni et al67 encapsulated doxorubicin (DOX) into double-layer NH2-MIL-88B from the Materials
of Institute Lavoisier (MIL) family to realize the pH and glutathione (GSH) dual-responsive controlled DOX release.

Synthesis Methods of MOFs
MOF is mainly a combination of metal ions and organic ligands. Metal parts, also known as metal nodes, are usually
composed of metals and oxygen atoms, hydroxyl groups, carboxylic acids, etc. The organic ligand component is mostly
polycarboxylic acids.

The classical synthesis method of MOF is solvo (hydro)-thermal method68 which needs to be carried out under severe
high temperature and pressure conditions. Therefore, in recent years, some new synthesis methods have been developed
successively, such as the microwave-assisted method, mechanochemical method, and electrochemical method.69 Besides
solvo (hydro)-thermal method, the microwave-assisted method is the preferred method to synthesize MOFs in the lab,
compared with the conventional hydrothermal method, because microwave synthesis greatly shortens the synthesis time and
improves the efficiency. The mechanochemical method is to prepare MOFs by forming new coordination with mechanical
forces. Its main advantages are green, efficient and economical. Electrochemical method is the preferred method for the
industrial synthesis of MOFs. External voltage is applied to make organic ligand ions move towards the anode and coordinate
with metal ions in the reaction solution. The advantage of electrochemical method is that the reaction temperature is lower
than that of solvo-thermal method. The reaction conditions are mild and the reaction speed is fast (Figure 2).

Active MOFs
Active MOFs are a class of MOFs with functionality, including intrinsic photodynamic MOFs, Fenton MOFs, REDOX
MOFs, and other active MOFs.

Figure 2 The illustration of synthesis methods of MOFs.
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Intrinsic Photodynamic MOFs
Intrinsic photodynamic MOFs contain PSs as their ligand and metal nodes. PSs are arranged regularly and orderly in the
MOFs to improve photostability, which makes better use of O2 and produces more 1O2. Intrinsic photodynamic MOFs
are expected to realize more ROS production than PSs themselves, achieving better PDT efficacy.

Porphyrin-Based MOFs
Porphyrins and their derivatives have been widely used in PDT as PSs, and directly using porphyrins and their
derivatives as organic ligands is a common method to prepare intrinsic photodynamic MOFs. The porphyrin molecules
arrange in the skeleton of MOFs are highly regular, which improves the hydrophobicity, further prevents the self-
aggregation of porphyrin molecules, and increases the generation of 1O2. Not only can the structure of MOFs enhance
the drug loading of porphyrin molecules,70 but also facilitate the entry of O2 and the diffusion of 1O2 to avoid self-
quenching.71,72 So far many researchers have synthesized porphyrin-based MOFs. They synthesized intrinsic photo-
dynamic MOFs with porphyrins for use in PDT and its combination therapy.

In 2014, Lin et al47 developed porphyrin-based MOFs, DBP-UiO which was the first successful use of porphyrin-
based NMOF as the PS of PDT. DBP-UiO was prepared by solvo-thermal method, and composed of 5,15-di (p-benzoato)
porphyrin (H2DBP) ligands and hafnium (Hf) as the metal center in which the loading of H2DBP could be up to 77 wt %.
Besides, the absorption peaks of DBP-UiO were red-shifted, and ROS generation was at least two times higher over
H2DBP. Due to site isolation of porphyrin ligands, enhanced ISCs of Hf centers, and the convenient 1O2 diffusion in
porous DBP-UiO nanoplates, DBP-UiO effectively generated 1O2 and displayed enhanced PDT efficacy and antitumor
effects both in vitro and in vivo compared to H2DBP alone. This work represented NMOFs as a new class of highly
effective PSs in the clinical treatment of cancers. Then in 2015, the same group designed the first chlorine-based
nanomaterial DBC-UiO52 by replacing H2DBP with H2DBC (Figure 3). DBC-UiO owned extremely high PS loading,
crystallinity, framework stability, porosity, nanoplate morphology, and enhanced ISCs. Compared with DBP-UiO, the
photophysical properties of chlorin-based DBC-UiO were improved, with a 13 nm red shift and an 11-fold increase in the
extinction coefficient in the lowest-energy Q band, so that the efficiency of the 1O2 generation of DBC-UiO is three times
that of DBP-UiO in two colon cancer cell lines resulting in more efficient PDT. Meanwhile, DBC-UiO also showed
a stronger anticancer effect than DBP-UiO in two colorectal adenocarcinoma mouse models. This work also further
elucidated that apoptosis and immunogenic cell death (ICD) contributed to PDT-induced cell killing based on DBC- UiO.

Besides Hf can be used as the metal center of the intrinsic photodynamic MOF, zirconium (Zr),73,74 and manganese
(Mn)75 can also be used for the construction of the internal photodynamic MOF. In particular, Zr is the most commonly
used in porphyrin-based MOF. Zhou et al76 synthesized a series of Zr6-based porphyrinic MOF, PCN-228, PCN-229, and
PCN-300 with high surface area mesoporous by using topological structural-guided strategies. This type of MOF used
extended porphyrin linkers as ligands, which effectively prevented network interpenetration that MOF is prone to. In
addition, the high connectivity of Zr6 clusters gave MOF enhanced stability. The pore size of the synthesized MOF was
in the range of 2.5 to 3.8 nm, and in particular, PCN-229 had the highest porosity. The work provided a new strategy for
the construction of stable mesoporous porphyrin MOF. They also investigated the effect of the size of PCN-224
nanoparticles on size-dependent cell uptake and subsequent PDT, showing that the function of Zr-based porphyrinic
MOF can be controlled by adjusting the size of MOF.77 Meanwhile, it was also verified that the MOF formulation of the
photosensitizer showed a better PDT effect than its small molecules. In addition, Zr6 in Zr-MOF could coordinate with
the carboxyl group of folate (FA), a commonly used ligand for targeting folate receptor abundant tumor cells, such as
ovarian tumors, to realize an active targeting. Hence, the active targeting of MOF nanomaterials could be realized
through the functionalized modification of MOF by FA, thus showing an enhanced PDT effect.

The post-synthetic surface modification of porphyrin-based MOFs can be an effective method to enhance PDT
efficiency. At present, this strategy has also been widely used in PDT antitumor therapy of porphyrin MOFs,78 such as
cell-penetrating peptide modification,79 folic acid (FA) modification,80,81 hyaluronic acid (HA)82 modification, erythrocyte
membrane modification,83 cancer cell membrane modification,75,84 exosome modification,85 metal nanoparticles
modification,86 nanoenzyme modification,87 etc. Different surface modifications have different functions to porphyrin-
based MOFs. For example, Zhang et al88 modified catalase-like platinum nanoparticles (Pt NPs) on the surface of PCN-224
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for better capable of killing tumor cells. That catalyzed generation of 1O2 from excess H2O2 in TME, promoted the
formation of 1O2 in anoxic sites, and alleviated anoxic conditions. Min et al84 used tumor cell membrane to camouflage and
modify porphyrinic Zr-MOF, endowing it with biomimetic function and enabling it to homologous target tumor cells. After
intravenous administration in mice, camouflaged nanoparticles selectively accumulated in tumors through homologous
targeting ability mediated by biomimetic modifications.

Due to the extension of their π-conjugation, benzoporphyrin derivatives exhibit red-shifted absorption bands (at
λ=700 nm), so they have stronger infrared luminescence properties and higher chemical stability than conventional
porphyrins.89 Zeng et al90 reported on a new π-extended benzoporphyrin-based MOF (TBP-MOF) (Figure 4A), with 10-
connected Zr6 cluster and much improved photophysical properties due to the π-extended benzoporphyrin-based linkers,
which was better than traditional porphyrin-based MOFs. They applied 5,10,15,20-tetra (p-benzoate) porphyrin (H4TBP)
for ligands. The tetrabenzoporphyrin-based linkers of TBP-MOF were well dispersed in the framework that avoids the
self-quenching of the excited state. Compared with traditional porphyrin-based MOFs, TBP-MOF had higher chemical
stability, red-shifted absorption bands, and stronger infrared luminescence characteristics. Further modification of TBP-
MOF by poly (ethylene glycol) could better and more efficiently be applied in TME. It did not only induce apoptosis and
necrosis of 4T1 murine breast cancer cells but also enhance the performance of tumor-antigens activated to T cells. At the
same time, it was found that TBP-MOF mediated and low oxygen-dependent PDT combined with PD-L1 checkpoint
blocking therapy could significantly inhibit the growth of the primary tumor, stimulate the systemic immune response,
and inhibit the growth of metastatic tumor (Figure 4B).

Many scholars believe that the exploration of NMOFs in PDT should not be limited to an oxygen-dependent type
II mechanism, because the hypoxic situation in TME will limit oxygen-dependent type II PDT, and the development

Figure 3 Characterization and in vivo therapy results of DBC-UiO. (A) The Illustration of DBC-UiO of 1O2 Generation Process; (B) UV-vis absorption spectra of H2DBC,
DBC-UiO, H2DBP, and DBP-UiO; (C and D) TEM images of DBC-UiO showing nanoplate morphology (C) before and (D) after incubation in cell culture medium. Reprinted
with permission from Lu K, He C, Lin W. A Chlorin-Based Nanoscale Metal-Organic Framework for Photodynamic Therapy of Colon Cancers. J Am Chem Soc.
2015;137(24):7600–7603 Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.52
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of anoxic-tolerant type I PDT is a new promising strategy.91–93 Based on benzoporphyrinic MOFs, Lin’s group53

worked on this and synthesized a new type of MOF, Ti-TBP, which consisted of Ti-oxo chain secondary building
units (SBUs) and photosensitizing TBP ligands for hypoxia-tolerant type I PDT and oxygen-dependent type II PDT,
and it applied for superb anticancer efficacy (Figure 5). Upon light irradiation, Ti-oxo chain SBUs were fairly close to
TBP ligands in Ti-TBP (Figure 5A), which facilitated the electron transfer to generate TBP·+ ligands and Ti3+ centers,
increasing singlet oxygen production, including superoxide, 1O2, H2O2 and ·OH (Figure 5B and C). Due to
generating four distinct ROS, Ti-TBP-mediated PDT gave superb anticancer efficacy with > 98% tumor regression
and 60% cure rate.

At present, intrinsic photodynamic MOFs are mainly based on porphyrins and their derivatives ligands. As we know,
the introduction of heavy atoms (Br or I) into a PS has an impact on the ISC rates, the quantity of the 1O2 generation, and
then the effect of PDT.94 So, it is a great idea to make the incorporation of heavy atoms such as iodine (I) into PSs and
even into MOFs, and it could meet the demands of the increased antitumor effect of PDT. Zhou et al95 employed a one-
pot synthetic approach to incorporate an iodine-attached Zn(II)-porphyrinic dicarboxylic building block (ZnDTPP-I2-2H)
into UiO-66 NMOF to produce the ZnDTPP-I2⊂UiO-66 which could be a highly effective PS for treatment of liver
cancer cells in vitro. This work proved that the conventional porphyrin with heavy iodine atoms could be successfully
nanosized by employing NMOF supports. Meanwhile, it also provided a highly efficient PDT platform for treating liver
cancer in which ZnDTPP-I2⊂UiO-66 was utilized as an effective PS.

Figure 4 The scheme of TBP-NMOF for inhibition of tumor metastasis. (A) The preparation process of TBP-NMOF; (B) TBP-NMOF-mediated photodynamic cancer
immunotherapy. TBP-NMOF-mediated PDT induces an adaptive antitumor immune response that recruits tumor-infiltrating T cells to inhibit tumor metastasis. Reprinted
with permission from Zeng JY, Zou MZ, Zhang M, et al. π-Extended Benzoporphyrin-Based Metal–Organic Framework for Inhibition of Tumor Metastasis. ACS Nano.
2018;12(5):4630–4640. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.90
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Bacteriochlorin-Based MOFs
Bacteriochlorin-based MOFs can also implement synchronous type I and type II PDT.96 Lin’s group54 confirmed this idea
in their research. They directly used both bacteriochlorin based on type II PDT as a PS and NMOF as a carrier to stabilize
bacteriochlorin, realizing the synchronous type I and type II PDT (Figure 6A). NMOF (Zr-TBB) with PCN-224 structure
was synthesized by solvo-thermal reaction that was composed of 5,10,15,20-tetra(p-benzoate) bacteriochlorin (H4TBB)
and Zr4+. Upon a 740nm laser, Zr-TBB showed excellent photostability, indicating that the stability of bacteriochlorin
was improved significantly (Figure 6B–D). In vitro experiments showed that Zr-TBB could simultaneously perform type
I and type II PDT, and accordingly produce superoxide anions (O2

−), H2O2, ·OH, and 1O2. Even in hypoxic conditions,
Zr-TBB was still highly effective in killing cells. Zr-TBB showed good effects in the mouse model of breast cancer and
colon cancer with 40% and 60% cure rates, respectively.

Figure 5 (A) Perspective view of Ti-(Ti·TBP) structure along the (010) direction; (B) coordination environments of Ti-oxo chain SBUs; (C) Schematic showing both type
I and type II PDT enabled by Ti-TBP. Reprinted with permission from Lan G, Ni K, Veroneau SS et al. Titanium-Based Nanoscale Metal-Organic Framework for Type
I Photodynamic Therapy. J Am Chem Soc. 2019;141(10):4204–4208. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.53
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BODIPY-Based MOFs
BODIPY is a kind of new PSs that is different from porphyrin, chlorins, and bacteriochlorin. It has ideal PS
characteristics, such as high extinction coefficient, photobleaching resistance, the low dark toxicity.97 Compared with
BODIPY, halogenated BODIPY enhances ISC and increased the 1O2 generation due to the heavy atom effect. Wang
et al98 first halogenated the carboxyl group of BODIPY to synthesize diiodide-substituted BODIPY (I2-BDP) and then
incorporated I2-BDP into UiO-66 through solvent-assisted ligand exchange (SALE) to synthesize MOF (UiO-PDT) with
PDT effect. The crystal structure, morphology, and size of UiO-PDT remained unchanged when I2-BDP replaced the
original phenyldicarboxylate (H2BDC) of UiO-66 by efficient SALE, and UiO-PDT demonstrated low dark toxicity, high
cell uptake, good biocompatibility, and high 1O2 production.

Monodispersed Copper (I)-Based MOFs
It has been verified that in the presence of H2O2, CuTz-1 shows semiconductor properties and high photocatalytic activity.
And it also produces ·OH efficiently by Fenton-like reaction.99 In addition, CUTZ-1 also exhibits continuous absorption
from visible light to the near-infrared (NIR) region, so CuTz-1 can be excited by 808 nm. Cai et al100 prepared CuTz-1 by
solvo-thermal method and coated it with amphiphilic polymer F127 to prepare CuTz-1@F127 (Figure 7A). CuTz-1@F127
itself was used as PS. In the presence of H2O2, it produced ·OH that belonged to type I PDT. In addition, CuTz-1@F127
carried O2 molecules (CuTz-1-O2@F127) into tumor cells and adsorbed intracellular GSH through the coordination of
unsaturated Cu (I) and strong coordination between Cu (I) and sulfhydryl group, respectively. CuTz-1@F127 alleviated both
hypoxia and high GSH while it played a role in PDT. ROS and hypoxia production in cells were detected by fluorescence
probe (Figure 7B), which confirmed that CuTz-1-O2@F127 could alleviate hypoxia and promote ROS production.

Figure 6 (A) The illustration of bacteriochlorin ligands in Zr-TBB for Type I and Type II PDT to produce four species of reactive oxygen species; (B) time-dependent UV-
visible absorption of TBB after light exposure in air-saturated DMF; the percentage of photoproducts (TBB, TBC, fragment) of H4TBB (C) and Zr-TBB (D) after 30 minutes
of light irradiation. Reprinted with permission from Luo T, Ni K, Culbert A et al. Nanoscale Metal-Organic Frameworks Stabilize Bacteriochlorins for Type I and Type II
Photodynamic Therapy. J Am Chem Soc. 2020;142(16):7334–7339. Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society.54
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Non-Intrinsic Photodynamic MOFs
Fenton MOFs
Iron-based MOFs are one of the commonly used active MOFs. Since the introduction of iron ions can effectively catalyze
H2O2 in TME, the Fenton reaction that generates ·OH or O2 occurs. Pei et al101 constructed an iron-based porphyrin
MOF (FeTCPP/Fe2O3) loaded with Fe2O3 (Figure 8). The introduction of iron metal nodes effectively catalyzed the
Fenton reaction to generate ·OH, and the supported Fe2O3 overcame the hypoxic environment by generating O2.
Synergistic treatment of ·OH and 1O2 generated by PDT improved tumor treatment effect. In addition, the Fenton
reaction of iron-based MOF further alleviated hypoxia of TME.102 Luo et al103 used the porosity and multifunctionality
of iron-based MOFs to build nanoplatforms. Not only can MIL-100 (Fe) support zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) and DOX,
but also undergo Fenton-like reactions to produce O2 by catalyzing H2O2. Upon 660 nm light irradiation, ZnPc
effectively produced ROS due to the reduction of hypoxia by MIL-100 (Fe).

REDOX MOFs
Redox metal ions such as Mn (IV) and Cu (II) are prone to oxidize GSH and reduce intracellular GSH levels, which
promotes PDT in tumor cells. Similarly, MOFs containing these metal ions will also benefit from GSH consumption

Figure 7 (A) The illustration of preparation process of CuTz-1-O2@F127 and (B) ROS and hypoxia generation in cells after incubation with CuTz-1@F127 or CuTz-
1-O2@F127 with or without 808 nm laser irradiation. Scale bar is 50 µm. Reprinted from Cai X, Xie Z, Ding B et al. Monodispersed Copper(I)-Based Nano Metal-Organic
Framework as a Biodegradable Drug Carrier with Enhanced Photodynamic Therapy Efficacy. Advanced science (Weinheim, Baden-Wurttemberg, Germany). 2019;6(15):1,900,848.
© 2019 The Authors. Published by WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. Creative Commons license and disclaimer available from: http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode.100
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and improve PDT performance. Considering Cu (II)-based MOF can effectively remove endogenous GSH,104 Tang’s
group105 constructed MOF-2 based on Cu (II) as the active center and the porphyrin ligand as the PS, which
specifically bound and absorbed GSH by Cu (II) to directly decrease the intracellular GSH concentration and produced
high levels of ROS for PDT under light conditions. Decreasing intracellular GSH synergistically produced higher ROS
concentration and accelerated cell apoptosis, thus enhancing the antitumor efficiency of PDT. For its ability to adsorb
GSH, MOF-2 alone (without light) can produce antitumor efficacy similar to that of camptothecin (CPT),
a commercial antitumor drug. This work effectively demonstrated that MOF-2 could be used as a PDT candidate as
well as an antitumor agent. Liu et al106 used a Cu (II) carboxylate-based MOF-199 loaded with PSs to synthesize
PS@MOF-199 (Figure 9A). Cu (II) as the metal center of MOF-199 could be used as a PS activation switch and GSH
scavenger to activate PS and consume GSH to ensure that the ROS produced by PS was fully used for PDT
(Figure 9B).

REDOX MOFs can also directly generate O2 by catalyzing H2O2, which avoids the addition of subsequent O2

supplement materials and is conducive to the improvement of stability.107 Tang’s group108 designed and prepared a new
PS with high photosensitivity under hypoxic conditions. They used a new NMOF material (Mn-MOF) with Mn (II) as the
active center, directly used to increase O2 levels, and simultaneously applied to enhance PDT to produce ROS. Both

Figure 8 (A) The mechanism of FeTCPP/Fe2O3 exerting antitumor efficacy for enhanced PDT; (B) formation mechanism of the FeTCPP and FeTCPP/Fe2O3 MOF Nanorice.
Reprinted with permission from Zhao Y, Wang J, Cai X, Ding P, Lv H, Pei R. Metal-Organic Frameworks with Enhanced Photodynamic Therapy: Synthesis, Erythrocyte
Membrane Camouflage, and Aptamer-Targeted Aggregation. ACS Appl Mater Interfaces. 2020;12(21):23,697–23,706. Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society.101
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in vivo and in vitro experiments had proved that Mn-MOF increased the level of O2 in tumors and further improved the
efficiency of PDT.

Other Active MOFs
Zhao et al109 used MOFs, whose organic ligand was imidazole containing disulfide and the metal ions were Zn2+,
physically loaded with Ce6 (Figure 10). This MOF decomposed in acidic organelles while promoting escape through the
proton sponge effect caused by imidazole band ionization. Regardless of light irradiation, Ce6-loaded nanocarriers
caused the consumption of intracellular GSH through the disulfide bond-thiol exchange reaction in 4T1 cells. GSH
consumption would further lead to inactivation of glutathione peroxidase 4 (GPX4) and further enhanced cytotoxicity.
The in vivo antitumor efficacy of all-active nanocarrier was demonstrated in a 4T1 tumor-bearing mouse model. Due to
the combination of ferroptosis inhibitor and iron chelator, the antitumor effect of nanocarrier was weakened. This work
indicated the effect of ferroptosis caused by all-active MOF on antitumor PDT.

Inactive MOFs
PDT reagents based on MOFs can also be prepared by PSs and inactive MOFs, and the PSs bound by MOFs can also be
not limited to porphyrins and their derivatives. MOFs as the carriers are undoubtedly an excellent method. Compared
with other carriers, MOFs as the carrier shows great advantages: The porosity of MOFs endows them with high drug
loading; furthermore, the stable crystal structure of MOFs allows the integration of a large number of PSs to generate
cytotoxic ROS under light irradiation, which contributes to cytotoxic effects on cancer cells.

PS Loading
The advantages of MOFs for PSs loading are:1) the pores of MOFs limit the cargo in the pores, preventing it from
interacting with oxygen before reaching the tumor area, resulting in better stability; 2) the special structure of MOFs
isolates PSs well, which prevents the self-aggregation and self-quenching of PSs, and the generated substances are easy
to diffuse, thus improving ROS generation.

Figure 9 (A) Synthetic scheme to PS@MOF-199 and F127-coated PS@MOF-199 (PS@MOF-199 NPs); (B) quench and trigger of photosensitization originated from
PS@MOF-199 NPs in the tumor microenvironment. Reprinted with permission from Wang Y, Wu W, Liu J et al. Cancer-Cell-Activated Photodynamic Therapy Assisted by
Cu(II)-Based Metal-Organic Framework. ACS Nano. 2019;13(6):6879–6890. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.106
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General PSs loading has two ways: 1) loading PSs after composing MOFs;25 2) loading during composing MOFs.110

Zhang et al36 encapsulated ultrasmall size gold nanoclusters (AuNCs) as photosensitizers in MOF ZIF-8 and further
loaded DOX to obtain pH-responsive nanoprobes (AuNCs@MOF-DOX). Under acidic conditions in TME, the stable
structure of ZIF-8 was destroyed, which accelerated the release of AuNCs and DOX, and improved the therapeutic effect
of PDT/CD. Sometimes MOFs are more than just efficient carriers. Wang et al111 used Cu (II)-based MOF (MOF-199) as
an inert carrier to load PS precursors to achieve efficient delivery, and also as a Cu (I) catalyst source for in-situ click
reaction to form PSs in tumor cells. In-situ synthesized PSs targeting mitochondria ultimately implement accurate
photodynamic therapy.

PS Surface Connection
Not only can PSs be mounted in MOFs, but also can be connected to MOFs. There are two common joining methods:
covalent joining and non-covalent joining that is usually carried out after the synthesis of MOFs. The ideal PSs
connection is irreversible, avoiding the risk of early leakage. Kan et al112 chose S-ethylthiol ester monosubstituted
porphyrin molecules (TPP-SH) to be the post-synthesis reagent (Figure 11A). Under mild conditions, TPP-SH and UiO-
66 NMOF were synthesized to form a surface decorative porphyrin MOF (UiO-66-TPP-SH) with a size less than 150nm
by post-synthesis method (Figure 11B). This MOF with surface decorative porphyrin could not only maintain crystal-
linity, structural characteristics, and the size of the original UiO-66 NMOF (Figure 11C and D), but also efficiently
generated 1O2 for improving the PDT effect. In addition, it had low cytotoxicity, high photocatalytic efficiency as well as
good membrane permeability (Figure 11E and F). UiO-66-TPP-SH showed significantly higher photodynamic activity
and more effective tumor therapy of PDT, compared to previous internal-located porphyrinic MOF.

Besides modified groups, some biomacromolecules, such as DNA, can also act as linkers to connect PSs with MOFs.
Meng et al55 prepared aptamer-functionalized Zr-MOFs consisting of Zr4+ and H2BDC for targeted bioimaging and
targeted PDT. The synthesized DNA containing an aptamer and a guanine-rich DNA segment formed a G-quadruplex
DNA structure (denoted as G4-aptamer) which was a carrier to load the PS (denoted as TMPyP4) and specifically
recognized target cells. Based on the strong binding capacity between phosphate-functionalized aptamers and Zr-MOFs

Figure 10 Schematic illustration of all-active MOF nanocarriers for antitumor PDT that involves both apoptosis and ferroptosis. Reprinted with permission from Meng X,
Deng J, Liu F et al. Triggered All-Active Metal Organic Framework: Ferroptosis Machinery Contributes to the Apoptotic Photodynamic Antitumor Therapy. Nano Lett.
2019;19(11):7866–7876. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.109
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Figure 11 The synthesis process of TPP-SH (A); UiO-66-TPP-SH and TCPP⊂UiO-66 (B); (C) PXRD Figure of UiO-66, TCPP⊂UiO-66, and UiO-66-TPP-SH; (D) SEM and
TEM (inset) images of UiO-66-TPP-SH. Scale bar is 200 nm; In vitro cytotoxicity of UiO-66, TPP-SH, TCPP⊂UiO-66, and UiO-66-TPP-SH without (E) and with (F) light
irradiation. Reprinted with permission from Kan JL, Jiang Y, Xue A et al. Surface Decorated Porphyrinic Nanoscale Metal-Organic Framework for Photodynamic Therapy.
Inorganic chemistry. 2018;57(9):5420–5428. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.112
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(Zr-O-P bonds), as well as the embedding of photosensitizer TmPyp4 in the G-quadruplex DNA structure, the G4-
aptamer was easily united to TMPyP4 and Zr-NMOFs to form TMPyP4-G4-aptamer-NMOFs. Once the nanoplatform
was delivered into cancer cells via the guiding aptamer, upon the light irradiation, the TMPyP4 was activated, generating
sufficient ROS to efficiently kill cancer cells. It was studied that the specific recognition ability and phototoxicity of
TMPyP4-G4-aptamer-NMOFs in vitro stability. For in vivo experiments, nanosystems were injected into a mouse model
of subcutaneous xenograft HeLa tumors. The nanosystem resulted in 90% cell death of targeted cancer cells. The
experimental results showed that the proposed nanosystem could selectively bind to target cells and act as a PS.

The connection between PSs and MOFs prevents premature leakage of PSs, moreover, improves the dispersion and stability
of MOFs. For instance, Chen et al113 modified and optimized NMOF (UiO-68-NH2) using protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) via
controlling photoactive properties to realize combinational tumor PDT and PTT, which provided a utility method to provide
a practical way to reduce monotherapy resistance, overcome adverse side effects and offer synergies to enhance their efficiency.
Through the conjugated modification of PpIX on the surface of UiO-68-NH2, the dispersion and stability of the UiO-68-NH2

particles were improved. After irradiation and activation of 635nm single wavelength light, nPCUNP could effectively transform
the light energy, generate ROS and heat, and maintain the porosity of the UiO-68-NH2 for further loading of other drugs. In vitro
studies also proved that nPCUNP could be effectively absorbed by cells under the condition of simulating an anoxic environment
in vivo, and it had good concealment ability for successful endosomal escape, showing enhanced phototherapeutic effect.

Guan et al114 adopted a one-pot method to conduct in-situ self-assembly of imidazole-2-carboxaldehyde (IcaHs), Zn
(NO3)2, and heavy atom iodine-attached Bodipy (2I-Bodipy) to synthesize a new PDT agent, 2I-BodipyPhNO2@ZIF-90
(Figure 12). 2I-BodipyPhNO2@ZIF-90 had an average diameter of <80 nm, and the introduction of 2I-BodipyPhNO2 did

Figure 12 (A) The schematic illustration of the preparation of 1 and artistic representation of its pH-driven selective uptake of cancer and normal cells, and targeting of
mitochondria under PDT; (B) perspective view of 2I-BodipyPhNO2; (C) SEM image of 1; (D) PXRD patterns of ZIF-90, 1, and 2I-BodipyPhNO2. The photographs of as-
synthesized samples are shown in the inserts. Reprinted with permission from Guan Q, Zhou LL, Li YA, Dong YB. Diiodo-Bodipy-Encapsulated Nanoscale Metal-Organic
Framework for pH-Driven Selective and Mitochondria Targeted Photodynamic Therapy. Inorganic chemistry. 2018;57(16):10,137–10,145. Copyright (2018) American
Chemical Society.114
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not affect the crystal lattice of ZIF-90, proving that the guests were enclosed in the framework. The 2I-Bodipy dyes were
covalently linked to periodically arrange in the frame of ZIF-90 MOF, which effectively avoided their aggregation and self-
quenching. The photosensitive system was characterized by low cytotoxicity, high cell permeability, good biocompatibility,
pH-driven selective tumor cell uptake, mitochondrial targeting, and efficient 1O2 generation. Under the same conditions, it
had higher antitumor efficacy and selectivity than free 2I-BodipyPhNO2, so it could be used as a highly effective new PDT
agent to improve the efficacy of antitumor therapy.

Integration for Optimizing Antitumor Effect
PDT has confirmed the potential to treat cancers, but only using PDT has a narrow effect for in vivo therapy, especially in
large and deep tumor tissues.115 At present, it is the mainstream to further optimize the overall antitumor effect of PDT
by integrating with the advantages of MOFs-based PDT and other technologies.

Targeting Tumor Microenvironment
In the process of PDT, there are some major constraints on its antitumor efficiency. On the one hand, hypoxic conditions
in TME cannot provide continuous support for ROS production. On the other hand, the highly active ROS produced is
easy for quenching, having a short half-life. Meanwhile, the GSH in the environment will also consume ROS. These
would result in low ROS utilization efficiency and thus affecting the effect of PDT treatment.

Relieve TME Hypoxia
As we all know, TME is hypoxic and acidic.116 However, PDT is an oxygen-dependent antitumor therapy. Hence, PDT
cannot efficiently utilize oxygen in TME leading to a significant reduction in PDT efficacy. In addition, hypoxia promotes
angiogenesis and aggravates hypoxia, ultimately promoting tumor immune escape.117 Therefore, effective oxygen
supplementation in the TME site is very important.

Most researchers have prepared composites by combining MOFs with other oxygenating materials properly to improve
PDT.75 The porous structure of MOF can provide a suitable room for loading these oxygenating materials without
compromising their functions. For instance, Sun et al56 designed and constructed a novel MOF-based drug delivery system
(BSA-MnO2/Ce6@ZIF-8) to resolve the difficulty in the effective aggregation of hydrophobic Ce6 in tumor areas.
Ce6@ZIF-8 was prepared by one-pot synthesis, and the CE6 was loaded inside the ZIF-8 (Figure 13A). This ZIF-8 was
exploited to be a “separation chamber” that loaded and delivered Ce6, improving its dissolubility in the aqueous environ-
ment. The special structure of ZIF-8 could also efficiently keep the Ce6 isolated and avoid self-aggregate. Meanwhile, the
drug loading capacity of Ce6 in ZIF-8 was high up to 28.3 wt %, which contributed to the effective aggregation of Ce6 in
tumor cells. The bovine serum albumin (BSA)-MnO2 NPs with a catalase-like activity gave this system the capacity to the
self-sufficiency of O2, which helped alleviate hypoxia in the TME.When irradiated by 650 nm light with a low power density
(230 mW/cm2), this system could be able to generate 1O2 leading to apoptotic and necrotic (Figure 13B and C).

Other researchers have tried to design MOF as enzyme with a catalase-like activity that catalyzes excess H2O2 to O2 in
the TME.25,118,119 Zhao’s group57 reported that a multifunctional mesoporous nanoenzyme (NE) derived from MOFs,
namely MCOPP-NE (Figure 14A), was used to generate endogenous O2 (Figure 14B and C) and improve the antitumor
efficacy of PDT. The NE was prepared by simple annealing of Mn-based MOFs coated with mesoporous silica at room
temperature, and then it was then modified with polydopamine and polyethylene glycol to improve its biocompatibility.
Meanwhile, Ce6, a common PS, was loaded on the NE. After the catalytic reaction of MCOPP-NE with endogenous H2O2 to
O2, the hypoxia condition was alleviated. In vivo and in vitro experiments proved that the catalytic reaction of NE could
alleviate the hypoxia condition (Figure 14D–G). Additionally, MCOPP-NE had a high loading capacity on Ce6, and the
prepared MCOPP-NE-Ce6 could significantly improve the therapeutic effect of PDT on hypoxic tumors (Figure 14H).

Reduce GSH
High GSH in TME is unfriendly to ROS generated by PDT, which reduces the antitumor efficacy of PDT. Therefore,
increasing ROS production can be achieved by decreasing the level of intracellular GSH.120
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At present, there are few studies on the direct reduction of GSH in PDT. What is common is that Mn-based
materials, such as manganese dioxide,121 directly react with GSH in the redox reaction to reduce the level of GSH in
cells. Zhou et al122 used MnO2 to improve the PDT effect of constructing a multifunctional nanoplatform. MnO2

catalyzed H2O2 to generate O2 to relieve hypoxia and photodynamic sensitization while reducing GSH to resist tumor
antioxidant defense. Xiao et al75 further used MnO2 for achieving magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Mn2+ in the
solution showed excellent MRI capabilities. At the cellular level, due to the effective etching of the MnO2 layer after
endocytosis, the red fluorescence appeared after light excitation, confirming that Mn2+ was able to achieve effective
MRI imaging.

Low pH
It is well known that the changes in metabolism in tumor cells result in low pH in TME. At this point, tumor cells
preferentially utilize glycolysis as the main means of providing energy, which is called anaerobic glycolysis. This
results in an increase in lactic acid in the extracellular environment and diffusion of H+ into the intercellular
stroma. Therefore, pH-sensitive MOFs are used to be delivery carriers for PSs that are specifically cleaved or
protonated in an acidic environment to responsively release photosensitizers within tumor cells and thus exert
antitumor efficacy. pH-sensitive MOFs ensure relative stability in a neutral physiological environment and
accelerate release in an acidic tumor microenvironment. ZIF-8 has cleavage properties in TME. Yu et al110

successfully encapsulated Ce6 into ZIF-8 (ZIF-8@Ce6) using a one-pot encapsulation and the self-assembly
approach and subsequently modified HA (ZIF-8@Ce6–HA) to improve biocyclic properties and biocompatibility
while targeting the CD44 receptor. The slow and weak release of Ce6 was observed at pH 7.4, while the release
was accelerated in acidic solution (pH 5.5).

Combination Therapy
To improve the overall antitumor efficacy, MOF-based PDT is often used in combination with various therapies (eg CT,
RT, starvation therapy, immunotherapy, etc.). As shown in Table 2, combination therapy has both advantages and
disadvantages compared to PDT alone.

Figure 13 (A) Schematic Illustration for the Formation of a BSA-MnO2/Ce6@ZIF-8 nanoplatform and (B) degradation behavior of BSA-MnO2/Ce6@ZIF-8 NPs dispersed
in DI water with pH 5.0; (C) oxygen production ability of Ce6@ZIF-8 and BSA-MnO2/Ce6@ZIF-8 NPs dispersed in DI water with different pH in the presence of H2O2.
Reprinted with permission from Sun Q, Bi H, Wang Z et al. O2-Generating Metal–Organic Framework-Based Hydrophobic Photosensitizer Delivery System for Enhanced
Photodynamic Therapy. ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces. 2019;11(40):36,347–36,358. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.56
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Combining PDTwith CT
CT is a kind of treatment that uses anticancer chemical drugs to prevent proliferation, invasion, and metastasis of
cancer cells and finally kills cancer cells, which is a systemic treatment method. At present, CT is still the main

Table 2 The Advantages and Disadvantages of Combination Therapy Compared with PDT

Combination
Therapy

Advantages Disadvantages Ref

PDT + CT Improve safety of chemotherapy; avoid multi-
drug resistance (MDR); improve overall

antitumor efficacy

Unavoidable toxicity of chemotherapy drugs [123–127]

PDT + RT Achieve deep tumors therapy; increase the
sensitivity of tumor to RD; achieve abscopal

effect

Unavoidable side effects of RD [128–131]

PDT + Starvation
therapy

Amplify of therapeutic effect; suit for hypoxic
tumors

Enzyme’ shortcomings, such as poor stability, short
half-life and immunogenicity; the systemic toxicity

of H2O2

[49,132–135]

PDT +
immunotherapy

Effectively inhibit tumor recurrence and
metastasis; enhance antitumor immunity

An adverse reaction caused by an overactive
immune system

[90,123,136,137]

Figure 14 (A) Representation of the preparation process of MCOPP NE; (B) O2 generation of MCOPP NE. The inset images show photographs of H2O2 solutions with
and without MCOPP NE; (C) degradation of H2O2 with and without MCOPP NE. Cell viability of 4T1 cells treated in normoxic (D) and hypoxic (E) environments before
and after 671 nm laser irradiation; (F) representative immunofluorescence images of tumor slices after hypoxia staining. The hypoxia areas and blood vessels were stained by
anti-pimonidazole antibody (green) and anti-CD31 antibody (red); (G) relative hypoxia positive areas and blood vessel density measured by the Image J software; (H) relative
tumor volume of mice after treatments (n = 5). Reprinted with permission from Wang D, Wu H, Lim WQ et al. A Mesoporous Nanoenzyme Derived from Metal-Organic
Frameworks with Endogenous Oxygen Generation to Alleviate Tumor Hypoxia for Significantly Enhanced Photodynamic Therapy. Adv Mater. 2019;31(27):e1901893.
Copyright (2019) WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.57
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clinical treatment method.138 PDT itself has limitations in hypoxic tumors due to the lack of adequate oxygen in the
TME. Combining CT with PDT could make up for the limitations of PDT in the treatment of hypoxic tumors.139

Chemotherapy drugs including DOX,140 oxaliplatin,141 or gemcitabine142 have been combined with PDT to imple-
ment antitumor combination therapy. Lee’s group48 first reported core-shell nanoparticles consisting of a PDT agent
and a MOF shell with a chemotherapeutic agent for the combined treatment of PDT and CT. They used graphite-
carbon nitride (g-C3N4) nanosheets as core and grew ZIF-8 on its surface to form g-C3N4@ZIF-8 core-shell NP. The
g-C3N4 nanosheet is an effective visible-light PS. Singlet oxygen was generated in the g-C3N4 nanosheet upon the
light irradiation, and it was effectively diffused through the ZIF-8 shell. Additionally, DOX was loaded into the ZIF-
8 shell of g-C3N4@ZIF-8 NP. The red fluorescence of DOX and the blue fluorescence of g-C3N4 nanosheets could
effectively perform dual-color fluorescence imaging on tumor cells. Combining with CT efficacy of DOX and PDT
efficacy of g-C3N4 nanosheet could perform d imaging-guided photo-chemo therapy, and significantly improve the
overall antitumor efficacy.

Since PDT is an oxygen-dependent treatment and TME is hypoxia, some hypoxia-activated chemotherapy
drugs would be more effective in the hypoxic environment exacerbated by PDT. A combination therapy associat-
ing PDT with hypoxia-activated CT is ideal and complementary. Xie’s group143 synthesized a multifunctional Hf-
porphyrin NMOF platform Hf/tetra (4-carboxyphenyl) porphine (TCPP) with more than 50wt% of TCPP, good
crystallization, and a large Brunauer−Emmett−Teller surface for high loading of a hypoxia-activated prodrug
tirapazamine (TPZ) up to 85.28 μg/mg. In addition, the surface modification of TPZ/Hf-TCP with dopamine-
derived polymer (DOPA-IMA-MPEG) could significantly improve the dispersion and stability of TPZ/Hf-TCP,
and achieve the controlled release of TPZ. TPZ/Hf-TCPP/PEG effectively produced ROS for PDT upon light
irradiation. Meanwhile, the utilization of O2 by PDT further intensified hypoxia, thus inducing the activation of
TPZ, which had been verified to generate great cytotoxicity on both Hela and 4T1 cells. In vivo experiments on
4T1 tumor-bearing mice also confirmed that this combination therapy had the significant antitumor efficacy,
compared with other single therapies (Figure 15).

Combining PDTwith RT
Although combining with PDT can reduce CT toxicity, the toxicity of chemotherapeutic drugs is still inevitable
RT is a clinic antitumor therapy that employs radiation such as X-rays to kill and destroy cancer cells.144 PDT
lacks widely clinical application mainly due to light penetration, and it is still a big challenge to achieve effective
treatment of deep tumors. X-ray has strong tissue penetration, so combining PDT with RT is expected to inhibit
deep tumor growth and achieve effective treatment of deep tumors. Liu et al145 designed a novel MOF (Hf-TCPP
MOF) composed of Hf4+ and TCPP, in which Hf, one of the high-Z elements, could be used as a sensitizer for RT.
Meanwhile, MOF was coated with polyethylene glycol (PEG) so that it played a role in tumor homing after
intravenous injection. The combination of PDT and RT achieved a better antitumor effect in vivo. These
nanoparticles had a high TCPP loading, which was conducive to the effective production of ROS under light
exposure. Hf as a radiotherapy sensitizer absorbed ionizing radiation and improved the effect of radiotherapy.
More importantly, the NMOF nanoparticles did not cause significant toxicity to the mice, and they could degrade
and be excreted quickly.

Combining PDTwith Starvation Therapy
Starvation therapy, as its name suggests, starves tumor cells to death, blocking and cutting off the energy supply,
and preventing them from using energy for reproducing and spreading. Glucose is the energy source of tumor
cells. Tumor cells rely on anaerobic glycolysis to decompose glucose and provide energy for their growth.146 In
general, starvation therapy is achieved through glucose oxidase (GOX)147,148 or bionic enzymes with a glucose-
like activity that competes with tumor cells to utilize glucose, thus inhibiting the tumor growth. Recently,
researchers have paid more and more attention to the combination of MOF-based PDT with starvation therapy.
For instance, Li et al49 adopted PCN-224 which was used as a PS and simultaneously as a nanocarrier to further
load GOX and catalase and subsequently coated with a cancer cell membrane. The cascaded bioreactor
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mem@catalase@GOx@PCN-224 (mCGP) was obtained (Figure 16A). The mCGP was constructed for cancer-
targeted starvation therapy and PDT where PCN-224 ensured the smooth progression of the cascade reaction.
Due to the ability of immune escape and homologous targeting given by the cancer cell membrane (Figure 16B),
mCGP avoided premature clearance and effectively accumulated in the cancer tissue, thus improving the
internalization efficiency of cancer cells. Under the light irradiation, the cascade reactions of mCGP boosted
the catalysis of endogenous H2O2 to produce O2, accelerated the decomposition of glucose, and increased the
production of cytotoxic 1O2 (Figure 16C). This cascade provided a steady supply of oxygen to regulate the
tumor’s anoxic microenvironment, thereby producing more cytotoxic 1O2 while inhibiting the anoxic glycolysis
response of tumor cells to glucose and reducing the energy supply of tumor cells (Figure 16D–F). This cascaded
bioreactor further accelerated the efficacy of antitumor therapy by synergizing starvation therapy with PDT.
Therefore, this work demonstrated that the combination of long-term starvation therapy and powerfully robust
PDT would amplify the antitumor effect and more effectively inhibit tumor development in a spatiotemporally
controlled manner.

Figure 15 (A) The synthesis process of TPZ/Hf/TCPP/PEG; (B) time-dependent tumor growth curves via tail vein administration at a concentration of 5.0 mg/mL (200 μL);
(C) tumor images obtained after different treatments for 14 days. Reprinted with permission from Liu M, Wang L, Zheng X, Liu S, Xie Z. Hypoxia-Triggered Nanoscale
Metal-Organic Frameworks for Enhanced Anticancer Activity. ACS Appl Mater Interfaces. 2018;10(29):24,638–24,647. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.143
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Since bionic enzymes have high catalytic activity as enzymes and have good adaptability.118,119 Liu et al80 applied Pt
NPs with catalase-like activity and aurum (Au) NPs with GOX-like activity to set off a cascade catalytic reaction for
combined PDT and starvation therapy. The polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)-coated Pt NPs were attached to the surface of the
prepared PCN and wrapped by another PCN shell, forming a sandwich structure (P@Pt@P) supported by MOFs. Due to
the porous structure of PCN, in situ generation of Au NPs could be embedded in the channel, and the channel restricted
and stabilized Au NPs. FA was introduced on the surface of the prepared nanoparticles (P@Pt@P-Au) to improve their
stability in vivo. By oxidizing H2O2 inside the tumor to O2, Pt NPs effectively relieved the hypoxia inside the tumor and
enhanced the therapeutic effect of oxygen-dependent PDT. The generated oxygen subsequently would also improve the
utilization of glucose by Au NPs to deplete the glucose needed for the survival of tumor cells. This cascade catalytic
reaction was complementary to each other to implement the synergistic effect of PDT combined with starvation therapy
to further enhanced antitumor therapy and prevented metastasis and recurrence (Figure 17).

Figure 16 (A) The synthetic process for mCGP; (B) the immune escape and homotypic targeting abilities of mCGP; (C) the cascade reactions amplify the synergistic effects
of mCGP for starvation therapy and PDT; (D) schematic illustration of the cascade reactions of mCGP including catalyzing the breakdown of H2O2, decomposing glucose,
and producing 1O2; (E) the pH value changes of mCGP solution in the absence and presence of glucose; (F) the O2 concentration changes of mCGP solution in the presence
of H2O2 or glucose. Reprinted with permission from Li SY, Cheng H, Xie BR et al. Cancer Cell Membrane Camouflaged Cascade Bioreactor for Cancer Targeted Starvation
and Photodynamic Therapy. ACS Nano. 2017;11(7):7006–7018. Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society.49
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Combining PDTwith Immunotherapy
Immune checkpoint blockade (ICB), one of immunotherapy, is an emerging antitumor therapy149 that has received
soaring attention with the successful launch of immune checkpoint inhibitors (Yervoy®, the first CTLA-4 inhibitor,
and Opdivo, the first PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitor150). MOF-based PDT primes immunotherapy for ICD to increase the
immune response rates, which has the potential to be addressing inherently complex problems in cancer treatment.
Lan et al151 designed a novel nMOF-based nPS, Fe-TBP, to overcome hypoxia and implement a synergistic
combination of PDT and ICB whose purpose was to improve body immune response and prime non-inflamed
tumors for anticancer therapy. Fe-TBP consisted of Fe3O clusters and TBP ligands. When Fe-TBP is irradiated, the
cascade reaction occurred, that was, the Fe3O cluster decomposed endogenous H2O2 to generate O2 through the
Fenton-like reaction, and at the same time, the photo-excited porphyrins converted the generated O2 to cytotoxic
1O2. In a mouse model of colorectal cancer, Fe-TBP mediated PDT elicited a systemic antitumor response that
induced significant tumor infiltration of both CD4+ and CD8+ cytotoxic T cells, and subsequently significantly
improved the therapeutic efficacy of α-PD-L1 ICB, leading to 90% tumor regression in both primary and distant
tumors.

Based on PDT and TPZ, Shao et al152 also combined immunotherapy and rationally designed core-shell upconversion
nanoparticle (UCNP) @ porphyrinic MOFs (UCSS) via the growth of porphyrinic MOFs on CA-modified UCNPs for
hypoxic tumors treatment. The UCNP core absorbed NIR light and efficiently transferred energy to the MOF shell, which
was enabled to form NIR-triggered cytotoxic substances. Loading TPZ into the MOF shell was to obtain TPZ/UCSs.
Experiments revealed that the combination of NIR-induced PDT and hypoxic-activated CD was expected to improve
tumor treatment in vivo and in vitro. In addition, combined PDT-CD induced effective antitumor immunity, so its
integration with anti-programmed death ligand 1 (α-PD-L1) -guided immunotherapy further promoted specific infiltration
of cytotoxic T cells, thereby completely inhibiting distant tumor development (Figure 18).

Figure 17 The schematic diagram of synergistic cancer treatment by catalytic cascade enhancement of porphyrin MOF (PCNs)a with double inorganic nanoenzyme
engineering. Reprinted with permission from Liu C, Xing J, Akakuru OU et al. Nanozymes-Engineered Metal-Organic Frameworks for Catalytic Cascades-Enhanced
Synergistic Cancer Therapy. Nano Lett. 2019;19(8):5674–5682. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.80
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Conclusion and Outlook
MOF as a special material, which combines the advantages of organic materials and inorganic materials, has
a wide range in gas adsorption, storage, and separation, catalysis, as well as in biomedical applications, especially
in PDT. Currently, the most used MOFs for PDT are UiO-66 of the UiO series, ZIF-8 of the ZIF series, and the
PCN-224 of PCN series (Table 3). Researchers have designed many new MOFs for PDT in the past two decades.
On the one hand, developing inactive MOFs as low-toxic and high drug-loading carriers is to deliver more PSs to
tumor tissues. On the other hand, designing active MOFs with certain functions is aim for increasing the
accumulation of PSs in target tissues, as well as assisting PDT to enhance the therapy efficacy. Currently, the
most used MOFs for PDT are UiO-66 of the UiO family, ZIF-8 of the ZIF family, and PCN-224 of the PCN
family (Table 3). However, the research on MOFs-based photodynamic therapy mainly focuses on the function of
MOFs-based synthetic nanosystems and the ultimate antitumor efficacy. The problems affecting the clinical
development of MOFs-based PDT have been ignored, such as poor stability, low repeatability, and poor water
dispersion. As the above problems are solved, more new types of MOFs will enter the biomedical application field
and even enter the clinical field.

Figure 18 The schematic diagram of TPZ/UCSs and their application to cancer treatment via NIR light-triggered PDT and hypoxia-activated chemotherapy with
immunotherapy. Reprinted with permission from Shao Y, Liu B, Di Z et al. Engineering of Upconverted Metal-Organic Frameworks for Near-Infrared Light-Triggered
Combinational Photodynamic/Chemo-/Immunotherapy against Hypoxic Tumors. J Am Chem Soc. 2020;142(8):3939–3946. Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society.152
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Abbreviations
PDT, Photodynamic therapy; PSs, Photosensitizers; MOF, Metal-organic framework; TME, Tumor microenvironment;
ROS, Reactive oxygen species; PEI, Polyethylene imine; NMOFs, Nanoscale metal-organic frameworks; ZIF, Zeolitic
imidazolate framework; UiO, University of Oslo; PCN, Porous coordination network; ISCs, Intersystem crossings; CT,
Chemotherapy; RT, Radiotherapy; TGI, Tumor growth inhibition; DOX, Doxorubicin; MIL, Materials of Institute
Lavoisier; GSH, glutathione; ICD, Immunogenic cell death; FA, Folic acid; HA, Hyaluronic acid; Pt NPs, Platinum
nanoparticles; SBUs, Secondary building units; SALE, Solvent-assisted ligand exchange; NIR, Near-infrared; CPT,
Camptothecin; GPX4, Glutathione peroxidase 4; AuNCs, Gold nanoclusters; TPP-SH, S-ethylthiol ester monosubstituted
porphyrin molecule; PpIX, Protoporphyrin IX; BSA, Bovine serum albumin; NE, Nanoenzyme; MRI, magnetic reso-
nance imaging; MDR, Multi-drug resistance; TPZ, Tirapazamine; PEG, Polyethylene glycol; GOX, Glucose oxidase;
PVP, Polyvinylpyrrolidone; ICB, Immune checkpoint blockade; UCNP, Upconversion nanoparticle; α-PD-L1, Anti-
programmed death ligand 1; BET, Brunauer-Emmett-Teller; TPA, Terephthalic acid.

Table 3 A Summary of MOFs for PDT Applications and Their Advantages

Metal
Center

Organic Ligands Advantages Ref.

DBP-UiO Hf H2DBP High PS loading; more ROS production; enhanced ISCs [47]

DBC-UiO Hf H2DBC High PS loading; high stability; high porosity; enhanced ISCs and more

efficient 1O2 generation

[52]

Hf-TCPP Hf TCPP High PS loding; large Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) surface; RT sensitizer
(Hf);

[143,145]

PCN-224 Zr Improved chemical stability; [49,54,88]
Zr-TBB Zr H4TBB Achieve excellent photostability; perform type I and type II PDT; produce 4

types of ROS

[54]

PCN-229 Zr H4TCP-2 Higher porosity and BET surface area [76]
PCN-300 Zr H4TCP-3 Excellent stability in aqueous solution with pH ranging from 0 to 12 [76]

TBP-MOF Zr H4TBP Higher chemical stability; red-shifted absorption bands and stronger
infrared luminescence characteristics

[90]

UiO-PDT Zr I2-BDP Low dark toxicity; high cell uptake; good biocompatibility and high 1O2

production

[98]

UiO-68-NH2 Zr 2-aminoterephthalic

acid

The amino group of the ligands provides the site for conjugate modification [113]

UiO-66 Zn Purified terephthalic
acid (TPA)

Achieve nanosized porphyrin with heavy iodine atoms; achieve nanoscale;
easy surface modification; high structural stability

[98,112]

ZIF-8 Zn 2-methylimidazole pH-responsive property; easy to achieve nanoscale under mild synthesis

conditions; good solubility in aqueous solution

[36,48,56,110]

ZIF-90 Zn IcaHs; 2I-Bodipy Avoid PS aggregation and self-quenching; low cytotoxicity; high cell

permeability; good biocompatibility; pH-driven selective tumor cell uptake;

mitochondrial targeting and efficient 1O2 generation

[114]

CuTz-1 Cu 3,5-diphenyltriazole

(3,5-Ph2-tzH)

Carry oxygen, alleviate hypoxia; achieve type I PDT [100]

MOF-199 Cu H3BTC Inert carrier; remove intracellular GSH [106,111]
MOF-2 Cu;Al Meso-tetrakis

(4-carboxyphenyl)

porphyrin

Decrease intracellular GSH [105]

Ti-TBP Ti H4TBP Produce 4 types of ROS; achieve hypoxia-tolerant type I PDT and oxygen-

dependent type II PDT

[53]

Fe-TBP Fe H4TBP Generate O2 through Fenton-like reaction to overcome hypoxia [151]
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